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CAARA believes in doing things the right way, and thus
ensures the source for their ingredients. They grow their
own fresh produce and herbs using chemicalfree farming
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techniques at farms in India. And when they can’t find the
best local produce, they source it from the finest around
the world.
Propagators of the ‘Flying Canapés’, ‘Flying Buffet’ and
‘Flying Dessert’concept and after the success of bespoke
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catering and food consultancy, CAARA has opened its
doors to a newly renovated gallery space at the British
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Council, the café is a great oasis to escape the hustle of
the city. Sit back, unwind and let the ambience soak in,
while enjoying the exhibition.
Walk in and take your pick from some of their signature
items such as the Tomato, Mozzarella and Pesto Panini
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made with CAARA’s Pesto (a musttry!) and the Grilled
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Chicken Wrap. But if you’re looking for a quick bite check
out their British classic Cornish Pasty. For the ones who
have a sweet tooth, a slice of the Carrot or Walnut cake is
a must have.
That’s not all, CAARA has partnered with the Salaam
Balaak Trust only to distribute the days left over’s at their
centre with utmost care.
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